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Best Sunrise, Rice Field, and Waterfall Tour in Bali

Spending the time in nature is a perfect way to eliminate fatigue after having a lot of everyday routines. Bali 
Island has many nature points that you can choose to relax such as mount, rural, lake, beach, waterfall, and 
many mores.

In case you are still confusing to look for the Recommended Tour in Bali, perhaps you are interested to have a 
one of Best Waterfall Tours in Bali. Where this tour will take you to visit 3 charming nature destinations at 
once, those destination are:

https://www.wohoota.com/blog/best-sunrise,-rice-field,-and-waterfall-tour-in-bali.html


Hidden Waterfall Tour Bali

Sunrise Watching

Waking up in the morning, maybe the mood hasn’t be controlled. Watching a wonderful sunrise in Kintamani
will ameliorate it while enjoying breakfast in nearby restaurant that face Batur Mount Background. 
Freshness and coolness of atmosphere in there will make you be ready to start the day.   

Relax in Rice Field of North Bali 

Then, the tour will be continued to trekking from Lemukih Village. A site in North Bali where you can enjoy 
calmness of rural situation and forget for a moment of boring urban situation. Most of its villagers is a farmer. 
So, stretch of rice field view will spoil the eyes sight along trekking. It’s tremendously fascinating with 
Terrace likes in Tegalalang.



Sekumpul Waterfalls Singaraja Bali

Magical and Unique Waterfall

The trekking will be finished at charming nature point, Sekumpul Waterfall. A hidden and secret paradise that 
offer the panorama of 7 waterfall points (100 meters height). Its clear water will attract you to throw self in 
natural pool. Feel the coolness and freshness of water as touch your body.

This best nature tour is truly fascinating! You can visit Wohoota for getting a perfect journey to Sunrise, Rice 
Field, and Waterfall.

Read also: Bali Paradise Waterfall Trekking Tour
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